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The decomposition of the loop space
of the mod 2 Moore space
J ELENA G RBI Ć
PAUL S ELICK
J IE W U

In 1979 Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer determined the decomposition into indecomposable pieces, up to homotopy, of the loop space on the mod p Moore space for
primes p > 2 and used the results to find the best possible exponent for the homotopy
groups of spheres and for Moore spaces at such primes. The corresponding problems
for p D 2 are still open. In this paper we reduce to algebra the determination of the
base indecomposable factor in the decomposition of the mod 2 Moore space. The
algebraic problems involved in determining detailed information about this factor are
formidable, related to deep unsolved problems in the modular representation theory
of the symmetric groups. Our decomposition has not led (thus far) to a proof of the
conjectured existence of an exponent for the homotopy groups of the mod 2 Moore
space or to an improvement in the known bounds for the exponent of the 2–torsion in
the homotopy groups of spheres.
55P35; 16W30

1 Introduction
In a series of celebrated papers [4; 3; 5] dating from 1979, Cohen, Moore and
Neisendorfer determined for primes p > 3 the decomposition of the loop space
of the mod p Moore space P m .p r / into factors which are indecomposable up
to homotopy equivalence. By this method they found elements of order p r C1 in
the homotopy groups of P m .p r / and showed that p r C1 is an exponent for these
homotopy groups. That is, they showed that these groups contain no elements of order
greater than p r C1 or equivalently that they are annihilated by multiplication by p r C1 .
This fits with a conjecture of Barratt which says that if the identity map of a double
suspension has order p r then its homotopy groups should have exponent p r C1 . As
a very important application [3], they also used their decomposition of P 2nC1 .p r /
to construct a map W 2 S 2nC1 ! S 2n 1 having the property that the composite
E 2 ı W 2 S 2nC1 ! 2 S 2nC1 with the double suspension E 2 is multiplication
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by p , which has (by induction) the corollary that the p –torsion of k .S 2nC1 / has
exponent p n for all k .
The same decomposition and corollary for the prime 3 were obtained shortly afterward
by Neisendorfer [7] by working around the technical difficulties created by the failure
of the Jacobi identity to hold for the Samelson product of mod 3 homotopy. The
corresponding problems for the prime 2 are of greater difficulty, and many questions
remain open. For r > 1, the decomposition of the looped Moore space P 2nC1 .2r /
into indecomposable pieces (up to homotopy) was eventually obtained by Cohen [2]. By
this means he was able to show that these Moore spaces have a homotopy exponent (later
improved by Theriault [14] to the best possible exponent when r  6). Unfortunately
the decomposition of P 2nC1 .4/ gave no improvement on the exponent of the 2–
torsion of  .S 2nC1 / which was already known to have exponent 4n from work of
James [6] in 1955. This exponent was improved to approximately 23n=2 by the second
author [8], but no elements of order greater than 2nC (where  D 0 or 1 depending
upon the parity of n) are known in the 2–torsion of the homotopy groups of S 2nC1 ,
and this is the conjectured exponent. It is still unknown whether the Moore space
P 2nC1 .2/ has any exponent at all. Since the identity map of P 2nC1 .2/ has order 4,
according to Barratt’s conjecture it ought to have exponent 8. At this stage, it is clear
that a more detailed study of the mod 2 Moore space and homotopy decompositions of
P k .2/ is needed.
When p is odd, in the decomposition of P 2nC1 .p r /, constructed in [5], the most
interesting factor is the so-called “bottom piece” T , the one whose homology contains
the homology of P 2n .p r /. In [5] and [7], Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer construct
a homotopy fibration G ! T ! S 2nC1 , where G is an H –space. They show
that G decomposes up to homotopy equivalence as a product G ' S 2n 1  Z for
some Z , thereby producing the map W 2 S 2nC1 ! S 2n 1 referred to above by
composing the connecting map of the fibration with the projection to S 2n 1 . Things
are fundamentally different for the prime 2 for generic values of n, since, according
to Adams’ solution of the Hopf invariant 1 problem [1], S 2n 1 is almost never an
H –space so a retraction of this sort will not be possible.
In this paper we find, in a theoretical sense, the bottom piece T .P 2n .2// in the
decomposition of P 2nC1 .2/ into indecomposable factors. For reasons mentioned
above, it is not going to be possible to replicate the procedure of [4] and [7] at the
prime 2. To this point, our decomposition has not led to a homotopy exponent for
the space P 2nC1 .2/ or to an improved bound for the exponent of the 2–torsion
of  .S 2nC1 /.
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What we mean when we say that we have found T .P 2n .2// in a theoretical sense is that
we have reduced its computation to algebra. Unfortunately this algebra involves difficult
unsolved questions concerning the mod 2 representation theory of the symmetric group.
In particular, to determine the Euler–Poincaré series of T we would need to be able
to compute the largest projective submodule of the important F2 ŒSn  module known
as Lie.n/, where F2 ŒSn  is the group ring of the symmetric group Sn . Representation
theory, which has good methods for solving such problems in characteristic 0, does not
at the moment have sufficient techniques for the modular (nonzero characteristic) case.
Our method for understanding T .P 2n .2// is to show it equals the space Amin .P 2n .2//
constructed in Selick and Wu’s earlier paper [11]. In that paper, the last two authors described the finest natural decomposition of †X , where X is a p –torsion suspension.
(The results were later extended to p –local suspensions and to p –local coassociative
co–H spaces in [13] and [9].) In particular, Selick and Wu constructed natural functors
Amin . / and B max . / such that †X ' Amin .X /  B max .X / where H .Amin .X //
contains H .X / and is indecomposable in the sense that there is no natural retract
of Amin . /. While Amin .X / has no functorial decomposition it is possible, and often
happens, that it might be decomposable for any particular space X . Indeed, as shown
in [11] in the case where p > 2 and X D P 2n .p/, the space T of Cohen, Moore and
Neisendorfer does not equal Amin .P 2n .p// but is a proper retract. The main result of
this paper shows, however, that Amin .P 2n .2// is indecomposable (up to homotopy)
and so it is the bottom factor in the decomposition of P 2nC1 .2/.
Intuitively, the reason that Amin .P 2n .2// is indecomposable (up to homotopy) and
Amin .P 2n .p// is not for p > 2 can be traced to the fact that the coproduct of Sq2
contains Sq1 ˝ Sq1 whereas we do not find ˇ ˝ ˇ (where ˇ is the Bockstein) in
coproducts at odd primes. This results in the wedge summands of the n–fold selfsmash products .P 2n .2//.n/ being more tightly held together with Steenrod operations
and thus not decomposing into a wedge of Moore spaces, as happens at odd primes.
From a more technical point of view, the key ingredient in the proof is Lemma 2.1
which shows that Steenrod decompositions of the n–fold tensor product V ˝n , where
x ..P 2n .2//, are the same as natural decompositions of V ˝n . This result
V DH
depends heavily on the functorial decompositions of self-smash products developed
by Selick and Wu in [12]. This is where the interplay with the mod 2 representation
theory of the symmetric groups comes into consideration. Our result is obtained by
examining the list of functorial indecomposable summands of V ˝n given in [12].
Acknowledgements The authors are grateful for support from Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) of the UK, National Sciences Engineering
Research Council of Canada and National University of Singapore.
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2 Equality of Steenrod and functorial decompositions of V ˝n
Let V be the graded vector space hu; vi. Let B denote the hyperalgebra U V where U
is as in [12]. Let A denote the Steenrod algebra.
L
L
Lemma 2.1 A–module summands of k V ˝n are B –module summands of k V ˝n .
Furthermore, such summands are restrictions to 2–variables of some U W –summand of
L
˝n for jW j D n or equivalently come from some idempotent in kŒS .
n
kW
L ˝n
Proof Any indecomposable summand of
is a summand of V ˝n by the
kV
L ˝n
unique decomposition of k V
into indecomposable summands. V ˝n is self-dual
as an A–module. Therefore dualizing the decomposition of V ˝n in [12, Theorem 1.2]
gives another decomposition as A–modules. By inspection of the list of summands
in [12, Theorem 1.2], we see that each indecomposable has a different top degree.
Therefore in the correspondence between the pieces of these decompositions, each
factor corresponds to itself. In other words, each factor is self-dual. By [12, middle of
page 444] any self-dual A–module has a canonical extension to a B module structure.
Therefore the A–module structure on each factor has a canonical extension to a B –
module structure and so A–module summands are B –modules summands. The second
statement is equivalent to [12, Theorem 5.8].

3 Proof of the main theorem
Before proving the main theorem, we recall several known facts mostly proven in [11].
Proposition 3.1 Let B be a sub-Hopf algebra of T .V /. Then B D T .S / for some
S  P T .V /.
Lemma 3.2 Let B be an A–coalgebra retract of T .W /. Let A D k B T .W /. Then
for any tensor length m within T .W /, there is a split short exact sequence of A–
modules
0 ! QBm ! Am

1˝W

! Am ! 0:

Corollary 3.3 Let B be an A–coalgebra retract of T .W /. Then for any m, QBm is
an A–module retract of W ˝m .
Recall from [11] that B max .V / is a functorial graded coalgebra retract of T .V / and
that
Bnmax .V / D P .Bnmax .V //  P .Tn .V //:
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max
Let Lmax
n .V / denote Bn .V / for n > 1.

Theorem 3.4 Let Z.W / be a natural submodule of Pm T .W / which is a natural
retract of W ˝m . Then Z.W /  Lmax
m .W /.
Theorem 3.5 Amin .V / is indecomposable as a coalgebra over A.
Proof Recall that V D hu; vi. Let Amin;A .V / be the minimum coalgebra retract
of Amin .V / over A, with A–module coalgebra maps sW Amin;A .V / ! T .V / and
r W T .V / ! Amin;A .V / such that r s D 1Amin;A .V / . Let pW T .V / ! Amin;A .V / be
the map defined as in [11, page 32]. Then p is a morphism of coalgebras over A. Set
B max;A .V / WD k Amin;A .V / T .V /. By minimality of Amin;A .V /, ps is an isomorphism.
Therefore the proof of [11, Proposition 6.1, (4) and (5)] goes through to show that
B max;A .V / is a sub Hopf algebra of T .V / over A and so B max;A .V / inherits a grading
from the tensor length grading on T .V /. Similarly, if C D k Amin;A .V / Amin .V / Š
k B max .V / B max;A .V / then C is a bigraded sub Hopf algebra of B max;A .V / and
Amin .V / Š Amin;A .V / ˝ C . We show that C D k so that Amin .V / D Amin;A .V /.
If C ¤ k, let n be the least nonvanishing tensor length degree of C . That is, if Ck is
the submodule of C of tensor length k we assume that Ck D 0 for k < n. Then Cn is
a A–module summand of V ˝n . Furthermore Cn is contained in the primitives Pn C .
Therefore by Lemma 2.1, Pn C D Cn is an B –module summand of V ˝n .
Let Z D Cn . By Corollary 3.3, Z is an A–module retract of V ˝n . By Lemma 2.1,
there exists a functor Z. / such that Z D Z.V /. Equivalently, there exists an idempotent
P
e 2 k.Sn /, such that Z.W / D eW ˝n and in particular Z D eV ˝n . Write e D ni e i ,
where e i is the idempotent for P i . Since we are dealing with a Moore space the
dimension is 2 thus discarding those i with ji j > 2 (for more details see Selick and
Wu [10]), we obtain a new e (without changing eV ˝n ) in which no partitions of length
greater than 2 occur. We know that Z  Pn T .V /. Since e has no partitions of length
greater then 2, Z  Ln T .V / if and only if Z. /  Ln T . /.
Suppose Z 6 Ln T V . Let T V D ˝Ai be the minimal coalgebra decomposition of
T .V /. Since Z  Pn T V , Z  ˚Ai . Since the only factor in the corresponding
decomposition of V ˝n which consists entirely of primitives is Lmax
n , we conclude that
max
max
Z  Ln . Therefore there is copy of B
which contains Z .
Since Amin;A is a coalgebra retract of Amin .V /, there is a choice of B max;A .V /, as a
sub-Hopf algebra of T .V /, which contains the sub-Hopf algebra B max .V /. We have
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a commutative diagram
B max .V /

B max .V /




/ T .V /

/ Amin;A .V /




/ Amin .V /

/ Amin;A .V /

B max;A .V /

C

where Amin .V / Š C ˝Amin;A .V / as the lower left square commutes because the upper
left square commutes. Thus the composite B max;A .V / ! T .V / ! Amin .V / factors
through C D k B max .V / B max;A .V /.
The B max .V / and B max;A are given by taking coalgebra kernel. Now, as Z D Cn 
B max .V /, the diagram implies that Cn maps trivially to C , which can only occur if
Cn D k, and this contradicts the assumption that C ¤ k.
Corollary 3.6 Amin .P 2n .2// is indecomposable, up to homotopy. In particular it
equals the indecomposable factor whose homology contains H .P 2n .2// in the homotopy decomposition of P 2nC1 .2/.
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